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PREFACE

When I received a bachelors degree in 1985, there was no desire to continue my

education and pursue a masters degree. The opportunity to move into school

administration presented itself last year and I was given the position ofDean ofStudents

until the oompletion of my masters degree. Unsure that I wanted to return to school, I

enrolled in three courses, one ofwlllch was with Dr. Susan Breck. One of the best

decisions I made was asking Dr. Breck to be my academic advisor. Her commitment to

excellence, patience, support, and guidance made it possible for me to succeed. With

sincere gratitude, I wish to thank Dr. Breck, Dr. Leah Engelhardt, and Dr. John Steinbrink

for participating as members of my committee.

I apologize to my wife Tammy, my son Tyler, and my daughter Tara for the many

nights, weekends, and other time that was taken from them to pursue this degree. They

never questioned or complained when I was unable to be there. Their love and support

was the driving force that allowed me to complete the degree that I once thought was not

possible.

Finally, I want to thank my wife's parents, Glenn and Lucy Cook, for their

support. They realize the importance and benefits of an education and have provided all

their children with encouragement and support to pursue higher education. I am proud to

call them family and honored to know my children have them as grandparents.
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CHAPTER I

Studies have verified that students learn more in a well-managed classroom than in

a poorly managed one (Railsback, 1992). Poor classroom management in our schools

interferes with student learning and erodes teachers' morale (Wynne & Ryan, 1993). The

intent in having a wen-managed classroom is neither to receive high evaluations from the

administration nor to maintain one's sanity but rather to produce a climate where learning

can take place (Phelps, 1991). Classrooms are crowded and busy places in which groups

of students who vary in interests and abilities must be organized and directed in ways that

maximize work involvement and minimize disruptions (Doyle, 1990). Any classroom has

the potential ofdeveloping problems. Whether the class develops its full potential

depends primarily on how it is managed (Jones, 1987). It is assumed that teachers have a

responsibility to get and maintain control oftheir classrooms (Kohn, 1996). As

classroom managers, they are encouraged to focus on a student's behavior and attempt to

alter those they deem inappropriate.

The sources of school discipline problems are many and varied (Canter & Canter,

1976). Home, society, and school an play an important role. Educators contend that

problems in school stem from children's experiences at home or in society at large (Jones,

1976). Schools must, however, take some responsibility for these problems. Some home

and social problems carry over into the schools, but many difficldties are created through

various school practices and conditions (Edwards, 1993).

Classroom management is the business of enforcing classroom standards and

building patterns of cooperation in order to maximize learning and minimize disruptions
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(Jones, 1987). To have classroom management is to have students learn to obey adult

directions not to do wrong things, not to strike another child in school, or ruin the

environment of the c.lassroom through disruptive behavior (Wynne & Ryan, 1993). The

way in which a classroom is managed will govern to a large extent the amount of time that

is spent "off-task" (Jones, 1987).

Classroom management has been the bastard child ofeducation--a topic nobody

wants to own (Jones, 1987). Administrators want teachers to take care of it, teachers

want administrators to take care ofit, and the universities ignore it as though the study of

it would ruin their humanistic credentials. However, classroom management is the key to

learning in the classroom. Railsback (1992) verified that students learn more in a

well-managed classroom than in a poorly managed one. Viewing classroom management

as separate from education has often led us toward repressive measures to re-establish

order rather than to provide positive educational approaches to classroom management

that educators know will work (Edwards, 1993).

Statement of the Problem

Research findings reveal a strong relationship between discipline problems and a

teacher's knowledge and use ofeffective management skills (Strother, 1985). In other

words, the more teachers know, the fewer classroom management problems they have.

A study by Emmer, Everston, Sanford, Clements, and Worsham (1982) indicated that

well-managed dassrooms were those which had high levels ofstudent cooperation,
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student success, and student task involvement. Today's research ofclassroom

management moves away from a focus on controlling students1 behavior and looks instead

at teacher actions to create, implement, and maintain a classroom environment that

supports learning (Evertson & Harris, 1992).

As a Dean of Students responsible for school discipline in a small southwestern

state, I receive several referrals each day from teachers. The number of students referred

to the office each day varies from teacher to teacher. After noticing the referrals were

occurring during different dass periods from the same teachers, I began to speculate that

the number of referrals had more to do with the teacher1s ability to manage the classroom

than with the students that were assigned to them. Therefore, I assume that teachers that

have the fewest office referrals are better classroom managers. My assumption is that the

better managers are more knowledgeable about classroom management theories and can

better articulat'e their classroom management theory. In order to test this assumption, I

interviewed five teachers with the fewest oflke referrals and five teachers with the most

office referrals. To determine if the teachers could articulate their classroom

management theory, I selected four classroom management theories with which I am

most familiar and did a content analysis on the interviews to detennine the extent to which

teachers were able to articulate their classroom management theory.

The teachers selected to participate in this study were based on the number of

office referrals from the lowest number of referrals to the highest,number. The number of

office referrals could be influenced by effective classroom management, teacher

personality, and the individual differences of students. Therefore, each teacher was asked

a series of questions to aid the identification of the classroom management theory. This
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study has two purposes: (l) Can the teacher articulate the classroom management

theory, and (2) Do the teachers that are better able to articulate a classroom management

theory have fewer office referrals?

Summary

Management problems are the most common difficulties a teacher will experience

in the classroom. Many of these problems are the result of social and family problems, but

school policies and procedures, sometimes a teacher's own management style, contribute

to the problem (Edwards, 1993). In order to successfully manage a classroom, teachers

need to determine for themselves the management approach they believe to be the most

appropriate and then master its use.

Various features of classrooms make them difficult places to manage without

essential classroom management skills. At any time, a multitude of potential disruptions

can develop that may interfere with teaching and obstruct students' learning (Edwards,

1993). Reoent stud~es show that effective teachers create positive environments for

learning by using management skills to organize time, space, materials, auxiliary personnel,

and students (Strother, 1985). If teachers make a study of classroom management, they

will be much better prepared to deal with problems and help students learn.

It seems that effective managers are those who have positive attitudes and

behaviors, understand the characteristics of students, plan weB for lessons, provide a

receptive classroom environment, use a variety of teaching techniques and materials,
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evaluate learning and teaching, and employ a variety ofmanagement strategies as needed.

These teachers feel positive about teaching and have a rapport with students that

encourages self-discipline and good behavior. This, in tum, promotes academic

achievement and contributes to the overall development ofyoung adolescents (Reed,

1991).
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CHAPTER II

Review ofthe Literature

This review of the literature examines four management theories used in school

systems within the United States and includes the four management theories devised from

those researchers most recently recognized in the field. These classroom management

theories were selected based on their familiarity to the researcher. The classroom

management theories include Assertive Discipline by Lee Canter, Positive Classroom

Discipline by Fredric Jones, Control Theory by William Glasser, and Logical

Consequences by RudoJfDreikurs. These four classroom management theories were

chosen because of the amount ofliterature available and my familiarity with these theories.

lfmy experiences are representative ofmy school community, then teachers will be aware

of them also. These theories have been used during in-service training and workshops and

are those with which I am most familiar.

Education has progressed through many changes. Prior to the late 1960s the

emphasis in dealing with student behavior was on discipline. The little training teachers

received was focused on what to do after students misbehaved (Reese, 1951). During the

late 19608 and early 1970s, the emphasis in psychology shifted to personal growth and

awareness. Teachers were urged to concentrate on understanding students' problems,

helping students better understand themselves, and assisting th~m in working

cooperatively with adults to develop more productive behaviors (Jones, 1986).

Beginning in the mid-1970s, most in-service aimed at helping teachers cope with

disruptive student behavior focused on behavior-modification techniques. Behavioral
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techrllques are based on the premise that individual behavior is influenced by what occurs

immediately before and after the action or response (Downi.ng, Moran, Myles, &

Ormsbee, 1991). Teachers were taught to ignore inappropriate behavior while reinforcing

appropriate behavior, write contracts with students, and use time-out procedures (Jones,

1986). How one approaches the matter of student behavior and acbievement depends on

one's current role and one's educational training and employment history. Too often

classroom management has been forced into existing courses, with students receiving only

the briefest introduction to a series ofmodels or a focus on one approach.

This review ofthe literature examines four management theories used in school

systems within the United States. These four theories have been used during in-service

training and workshops. These theories provide a broad spectrum ofclassroom

management. The four classroom management theories examined provide a foundation

for the study. The theories allow conclusions to be drawn based on the teacher interviews

and classroom observations. These four management theories provide data to classify

each teacher into one of the four theories used in this study. The four theories and teacher

interviews provide data to determine if the teacher could articulate their classroom

management theory and if the teachers that had the fewest office referrals could better

articulate the classroom management theory. Relevant literature is reported as it is related

to each classroom management theory. This review includes the four management

theories devised from those researchers and theorists most rec~ndy recognized in the field.

The management theories include Assertive Discipline by Lee Canter, Positive Classroom

Discipline by Fredric H. Jones, Control Theory by William Glasser, and Logical

Consequences by Rudolf Dreikurs.
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Assertive Discipline

Assertive discipline -by Lee Canter emphasizes punishing unacceptable ibehaviors

and providing reinforcement for behaviors that are acceptable to teachers (Canter &

Canter, 1976). It is designed to provide educators the competence and confidence

necessary to assert their influence and deal effectively with the discipline problems in

today's schools. Assertive teachers were defined as "those who clearly and firmly express

their wants and feelings and are prepared to back their words up with appropriate

actions". In other words, they "say what they mean and mean what they say". According

to Canter (1976), competencies teachers must master to allow them to deal effectively

with classroom behavior are:

1. teachers must know specific behaviors they need the students to engage in

and these behav~ors must be communicated to the students;

2. teachers must know how to systematically respond to the disruptive

behavior of students. Teachers must provide a negative consequence every

time students disrupt and the consequences need to be included in a

systematic plan;

3. teachers must know how to systematically respond to the appropriate

behavior of students. Teachers must provide consistent praise or other

meaningful reinforcement when their students Qehave appropriately; and

4. teachers must know how to work cooperatmvely with the princ!ipal and

parents of problem students. Teachers must establish and share their

discipline plan with both the principal and parents.
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Within the framework of assertive discipline, classroom instruction does hot stop. The

student's name is written on the board followed by a series of checks, with consequences

becoming more severe with each check, and instruction is not interrupted.

One criticism of this particular theory is that the latest edition of the Assertive

Discipline manual contains a bit of perfumetory talk about helping students to develop

"responsibility" and "self-esteem, II but even the most cursory exposure to the program

makes it clear that the overriding goal is to get students to do whatever they are told

without question (Kohn, 1996). This mater-of-fact demand for mindless obedience

fonows quite naturally from the premise that all problems are the student's fault.

Positive Classroom Discipline

The second management theory is positive classroom discipline by Fredric H.

Jones. This theory is centered on lllimit-settingif
• Limit-setting is interpersonal skills by

which teachers convey to their classes that they mean business. It is the teacher1s

physical demeanor and emotional tone that convey to all students that this teacher's

rules are for real. Limit-setting is rule enforcement. It goes beyond telling the class

what the rules will be and it trains the class to follow them (Jones, 1987). Limit-setting

is compared to gambling. Once the game has begun, the student has the option of

"raising" the teacher through hislher decision to continue the game or end the game and

return to on-task behavior.

All situations that require teacher-student interaction direct the teacher to remain
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positive. Through training, teachers learn how to physically respond to disruptions with

minimum use of verbiage. This management plan stresses the importance of having a p,lan

that will accommodate a large group instead of an individual plan for each student in class.

The management plan must also beeconomical--practical, simple, easy to use--and

reduce the teachers workload. Any plan that does not represent savings in time and

energy over the long run is either too expensive, too much trouble,'or too

failure-prone. The plan calls for a classroom structure that allows for maximum

teacher access. The classroom must allow the teacher to move freely around the room

and provide good physical proximity for lectures, group discussions, and seat work

(Jones, 1987). This arrangement can be done in several different ways, but the

arrangement usually depends on classroom size, desk size, and number of students.

Once a student begins to misbehave and the teacher decides to move-in, the

process is somewhat similar to the Assertive Discipline management plan. They are

similar in that the student decides how far he/she wants to go into the plan.'s

consequences. Both plans progress from one step to the next with consequences

becoming more severe with each step. The ultimate decision to end the inappropriate

behavior depends on the student. In contrast, instruction never stops while correcting

behavior with the Assertive Discipline plan, but with Positive Classroom Discipline

instruction must stop because it is argued that learning cannot take place while there is a

disruption in class (Jones, 1987).

The criticism ofthis particular theory is that this program is somewhat autocratic,

urging teachers to lay down the law with children and coerce them into compliance (Kahn,

1996).
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Control Theory

The third management theory to be discussed is the Control Theory by William

Glasser. Glasser prefers a group learning process sometimes referred to as

cooperative-learning, but uses the labellllearning-teamll because it is easier for students

and teachers to understand (Glasser, 1986). Glasser believes that the current problem in

education is that at least halfof all students are making little or no effort to learn, because

they do not believe that school satisfies their needs. If a student feels no sense of

belonging in school, no sense ofbeing involved in caring and concern, that child will pay

little attention to academic subjects (Glasser, 1987). Instead the student will search for

friendship and acceptance and could become a behavioral problem in hope of attracting

attention. Glasser states that nothing will get better in education until educators and

others understand that stimulus/response theory, i.e.,human behavior is caused by external

events, is wrong. By contrast, a major idea of Control Theory is that an human behavior

is generated by what goes on inside the behaving person. For example, a person does not

stop at a traffic light because it turns red, but because that person wants to stay alive. All

that we get from the outside world is information and we choose to act on that

information in the way we believe is best for us.

Glasser (1987) believes that the need for power is the absolute core ofalmost all

school problems. Students win not work in a place where they have no sense of personal

importance, or power, and no one listens to them. According to Control Theory,

discipHne problems do not occur in classrooms in which students' needs are satisfied. Any

school function where the students are in good order is a result of satisfied students. For
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example, band teachers, drama teachers, and athletic coaches usually do not have

problems with students working, paying attention, or behaving, because in those situations.

students are satisfied (Glasser, 1990a). Progress ofeach example depends on what the

team members do together and success cannot be achieved without the cooperation of

each member. Control Theory is based on the behefthat people are internaUy motivated

and driven by needs that are built into our biological structure (Glasser, 1990b). From

birth we must struggle to survive and find some love, power, fun, and freedom. To the

extent these needs are satisfied on a regular basis, it becomes possible to gain effective

control ofour lives. Students have plenty of motivation. The teacher's job is to facilitate

the },earning process. We cannot force knowledge down students' throats, even though

that is what the public is asking teachers to do. Teachers can only teach in a way that

makes students want to learn and only then wiU students really learn.

The criticism ofthis particular theory is that it does not clearly define when it is

appropriate for a teacher to call a situation a classroom management problem (Seeman,

1988). It is assumed that such identification is common sense. It is fact that teachers not

only differ among themselves about which situations require disciplinary action or not,

they themselves differ with themselves from time to time, from child to child, depending

on subtle variables. It is clear that teachers are not clear on when it is appropriate to can a

situation a classroom management problem, instead of letting the situation slide, or

treating it as an individual education problem. This is an important shortcoming of this

theory because a situation miscalled is not a classroom management problem until it is

termed and treated as one.
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Logical Consequences

The fourth and final management theory is Logical Consequences by Rudolf

Dreikurs. The term logical consequences came from the need to describe activities that

cannot strictly be categori~ed as natural consequences. Logical consequence is defined as

situations where the consequence is arranged by the parent or other adult. Natural

consequence is defined as solely the result of the child's own acts (Dreikurs & Cassel,

1974). Dreikurs describes the immediate family as the most important ofearly influences.

He believes that the attitudes display,ed by the mother and father are passed on and

reflected by the children. Another influence Dreikurs feels is important is the inner

environment. It is what the child experiences in his/her own body and the physical abilities

and prenatal development. For ,example, a child born with a deformed hand might have a

different attitude and view the world differently if helshe had been born without such

defect (Dreikurs & Cassel, 1974).

Dreikurs believes that although parents may treat their children in similar ways,

each child's position is different from the others and this creates a different perception of

himself and the world around him which is different from that ofthe other siblings. The

oldest child will be the oldest and is the sole recipient of parental attention until the next

sibling comes along. The s,econd child has always had an older and usually stronger

sibling and may attempt to overtake his position. The second ~hild becomes the middle

child when the third sibling is born, and notices that the older child usually assumes the

position of responsibility, the youngest child is the baby, and often feels squeezed out.

He/She may begin to feel that he/she does not have the rights ofthe oidest child or the
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privileges of the youngest. The youngest child may have the easiest time ofall and either

remains the baby throughout life Of outdoes aU the others (Dreikurs and Grey, 1968).

Each position presents a different perspective for each child and affects hislher attitude

and perception of life.

To deal effectively with misbehavior, adults must be acquainted with its

purpose and how the child uses it for his/her own benefit. To deal more effectively with

c.hildren in situations, adults must vary their responses. Dreikurs and Cassel (1974) have

identified four goals that underlie misbehavior as: (1) attention-getting, (2) struggle for

power, (3) revenge, and (4) using disability as an excuse. Attention-getting is the most

common goal for most children and can be observed at some time in all children. This

type ofbehavior is typically identified as a disrupting behavior which is not always the

case, although most disturbances are the child's desire to get adults to pay attention to

them. A struggle for power usually ensues when a parent or teacher attempts to stop a

behavior. The child tries to control the situation rather than seek attention. The adult

who allows himsdf/herself to get into an argument with a child is playing into the child's

hands. Once the battle has been joined, the child has already won (Dreikurs & Cassel,

1974). Children who are motivated by revenge have given up all hope of attaining any

importance through constructive activities. These children have reached a stage where

they believe eveliYone is against them and the only way to receive attention is to

reciprocate against adults for the way they feel they have been treated. Using disability as

an excuse is the most extreme form of discouragement. These children have given up aU

effort in their area ofinadequacy and want to be left alone so their deficiency is not as

obvious (Dreikurs & Cassel, 1974).
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Dreikurs and Cassel (1974) include in their book a need to replace the traditional

autocratic approach of motivating children with stimulation from within. Today's children

have become our equals in their ability to decide for themselves instead of surrendering to

a superior power (Dreikurs & Loren, 1968). When parents and teachers collide with a

child, they usually proceed by either fighting or giving in. Ifthey tight, they violate

respect for the child, and if they give in, they neglect respect for themselves. Dreikurs'

fonnula for the proper attitude toward children is to treat them with kindness and with

finnness.

Kindness expresses respect for the child and firmness evokes respect from the child

(Dreikms, Grunwald, & Pepper, 1971). Logical consequences are said by various writers

to differ from punishment in any of three basic ways: They are (1) motivated by a desire

to instruct, (2) reasonable and respectful in their application, and (3) related to the act of

the wrongdoer.

The criticism of this particular theory is that apparently the possibility never

occurred to Dreikurs that a struggle to come out on top might be initiated by an adult, or

that the child's need for power may reflect the objective situation of powerlessness that

students usually face (Kahn, 1996). The characteristics ofquest for attention, power,

revenge, and use ofdisability as an excuse reflect a rather dark view ofchildren. Control

Theory makes an attempt to transfer the efficacy possible in a one-on-one therapeutic

situation to a classroom group situation (Seeman, 1988). This appr<?ach takes a long time

for such growth of rational awareness and self-control. Often teachers do not have the

time or the ability to work that closely with the individual disrupter.
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Summary

When examining several school improvement. projects, several researchers included

an orderly and purposeful school climate as a criterion (Stedman, 1988). Teachers in

many effective schools were not particularly concerned with management; good

management simply was the result of the school's organization and positive learning

environments. Effective schools were described as happy places, as providing

encouragement and no accepting teacher unkindness, as having no written rules, and as

taking a more relaxed approach to management. Although there are many management

theories, the management theories used in this review are most familiar to this researcher

as a representative ofthe school community. Similarities between each of the four

management theories include: (1) remain calm, (2) do not engage in discussion, (3) keep a

low voice tone, (4) foHow through, (5) be consistent, and (6) have a plan. If lessons are

paced properly, appropriate instructional techniques are used, the physical environment of

the classroom is organized, and classroom routines are established that help students avoid

wasting time, learning can be made more efficient and profitable (Edwards, 1993).

According to the literature, there are many things to consider when choosing a

management theory and the management theory used must be completely understood and

must be in agreement with the teacher's personal attitudes. Although it is difficult to

advocate one theory over the other, it is in the best interest of teachers and parents to have

a management plan in place.
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CHAPTERllI

Methodology

Today's research of classroom management moves away from a foous on

controlling students' behavior and looks instead at teacher actions to create, implement,

and maintain a classroom environment that supports learning (Evertson & Harris, 1992).

This study was designed to examine a speoific group of teachers' abilities to articulate

their classroom management theories. Research findings reveal a strong relationship

between discipline problems and a teacher's knowledge and use ofeffective managemen1

skills (Strother, 1985). The analysis of data answers the two study questions: (1) Can the

teacher articulate the classroom management theory? and (2) Do the teachers who are

able to articulate their classroom management theory have fewer office referrals?

Subject Selection

The teachers chosen to participate in this study were purposefully selected based

on the total number of office referrals of disruptive behavior. These referrals range from

minor to very serious offenses (see Appendix A). No attempt was made to analyze the

types of referrals; aU referrals were counted when selecting teachers for this study.

Those chosen for this study included the five teachers with the most office referrals

and the five teachers with the fewest office referrals out of 55 teachers in the building.
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The number of offioe referrals made by individuaJ tea(jhers during a period from August

1996 to April 1997 range from 0 to 104. Ea(jh teaoher agreed to participate in the study

and signed a oonsent fonn prior to the interview (see Appendix B).

The teachers used in this study were divided into two groups. Tne teachers with

the fewestoffi·oe referrals are identified as Group A and the teachers with the most offioe

referrals are identified as Group B. The teachers range in experience from 3 years to 37

years andeducationallev.els range from a B. S. with no other course work completed to an

M.S.

Data Collection

Eaoh teacher was interviewed once and asked a series ofquestions about

classroom management. The interviews were recorded and each tape was transcribed

following the interview. The interview questions were composed to provoke eaoh subject

into desoribing as muoh detail as possible about the classroom management: theory used

(see Appendix C). During the interview, each question was asked with no prompting or

attempts to provide definition from the interviewer in order to insure that: the responses

were entirely the teacher's own.
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Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using content analysis. Content analysis is a method of

drawing inferences from a passage, or in this study the transoribed interview, using specific

identified content c,ategories. According to Woodrum, the special potential ofcontent

analysis is its explicit linkage ofqualitative symbol usage with quantitative data (1984, p.

2). For this study, the researcher was able to take a qualitative interview, and using

content analysis, oompHe quantitative data to determine if the teachers with the fewest

office referrals were better able to articulate their classroom management theory as

evidenced by more often using language during their interview that could be directly

attributed to one offour classroom management theories or one "in commonll category.

When using content analysis, the oategories need to be defined with sufficient

specificity to insure they may be reliably and validly applied. For this study, five content

categories were developed by the researcher, one for each of the four classroom

management theories used in this study and one for attributes held in common by all four

of the theories. These characteristics are as follows:

Category 1: Assertive Discipline - Lee Canter

Attributes

• The student's name is written on the board followed by a series ofchecks, with

consequences becoming more severe with each check.

• Instruction does not stop when a student is disruptive.

• A logical system ofconditioning and reinforcement with rules set up exclusively by

the teacher with clear rewards and punishments.
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Category 2: Positive Classroom Discipline (peD) - Fred Jones

Attributes

• PCD goes beyond tel1ing the class what the rules will be and it trains the class to

follow them.

• All situations require the teacher to remain positive.

• PCD stresses the importance of having a plan that will accommodate a large group

instead of an individual plan for each student in class.

• Requires a classroom structure that allows for maximum teacher access.

• Instruction must stop while there is a disruption in the classroom.

Category 3: Control Theory - William Glasser

Attributes

• The student must feel a sense of belonging, a sense of being involved, and caring

and conoerned in order to have success in the classroom.

• Students' needs must be satisfied. Students are searching fOf love, power, fun, and

freedom. When these needs are met, students will gain effective control of their

lives.

• The teacher's mleis one that encounters the disruptive child by pointing out the

misbehavior and firmly directs the correct behavior.

• A child is shown the irresponsibility of the misbehavior in the context ofa social

contract that requires each individual to heed others" needs and rights.

• Students are asked to evaluate the quality of their work and improve upon it.
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Category 4: Logical Consequences - RudolfDreikurs

Attributes

• The attitudes ofthe parents are passed on.and reflected by the student.

• The four goals underlie misbehavior: (I) attention-getting, (2) struggle for

power, (3) revenge, and (4) using disability as an excuse.

• Children are motivated with stimulation from within.

• The teacher should promote behaviors that will enable the child and society to get

along and function well.

• Student is shown the logical consequences of his or her actions through

diagnosing antisocial behavior.

Category 5: Attributes Common To ALL Management Theories.

Attributes

• Supportive classroom environment

• Remaining calm

• Following through

• Being consistent in the application

• Treating children with kindness and firmness

• Having a management plan

Each interview was analyzed using these categori.es and characteristics. When, in

the researcher's opinion, a statement from the interview fit into one of the five categories,

it was marked. Each marked statement was then totaled. Each teacher was then identified

as "fittingll into one ofthe four classroom management theories according to the number
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of comments made during the interview. Teachers who identified a particular classroom

management theory during the interview as their mode ofmanagement were not

necessarily identified in that category unless the majority of their responses contained

characteristics of that theory. Teachers who were unable to identify or articulate their

classroom management theory were cat,egorized into one of the four theories based on the

majority ofstatements characteristic of one of the theories mentioned during the interview

process. The ten teachers were then ranked according to the total number of times they

articulated a characte.ristic of a classroom management theory. The five teachers with the

fewest mentioned characteristics and the teachers with the most mentioned characteristics

were then grouped together and compared with the groupings for number ofoffice

referrals. The groups remained consistent. Those five teachers with the fewest office

referrals were better able to articulate a classroom management theory as evidenced by the

total number of statements in their interviews.

Summary

Ten teachers, having the five highest and five lowest office referrals during the

academic year 1996-97, were asked in an interview to describe their classroom

management theory. Using content analysis, the interviews were transcribed and

examined for specific, predetermined characteristics to determine how often the individual

teachers articulated a concept ofclassroom management that could be placed in one of

four classroom management theories or in a general classification. These statements were
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totaled to determine if the teachers with the fewest office referrals were most often able to

articulate specific characteristics indicating awareness of their own classroom management

system.
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CHAPTER IV

Results

The teachers seIected to participate in this study were chosen from a population of

55 teachers. The student population of the school had an average daily attendance of976

with 2,252 office referrals from August 1996 to May 1997 (see Appendix A). The ten

teachers used in this study were selected based on number ofoffice referrals from August

1996 to April 1997. Five teachers with the most office referrals and five teachers with the

fewest office referrals were selected. For the purpose ofthis study, the teachers were

divided into two groups. The teachers with the fewest office referrals are identified as

Group A. The teachers with the most office referrals are identified as Group B.

The data were analyzed by using the information to determine ifthe classroom

teacher could articulate the classroom 11l3!nagement theory used and if the teachers who

had the fewest office referrals were better able to articulate their classroom management

theory. Every teacher has a theory (Kohn, 1996). Even the educator who cares only

about practical strategies, whose instruction of thought is "Hey, whatever works," is

operating under a set of assumptions about human nature, about children, about that child

sitting over there, about why that child did what she did just now. These assumptions

color everything that happens in classrooms, from the texts that are assigned to the texture

of casual interactions with students. This researcher placed the te~cher under one of the

four classroom management theories used in this study based on the collected data during

the interview. If a subject described two or more characteristics listed under one of the

fOUf classroom management theories used in this study, these characteristics were used to
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categorize the subject into one of the theories. In addition to the four classroom

management theories, an "All" category was added which includes attributes common to

all four management theories (see Appendix D). The following data summary includes the

name ofthe classroom management theory assigned to each teacher, the comments used

by the t,eacher to assign a management theory or All category, and the attributes for each

comment are identified. The questions used during the interview are listed in Appendix C.

Teacher Al has 12 years teaching experience with a B.S. and M.S. from Oklahoma

State University and teaches eighth and ninth grade Science. He has taught in his current

position for eight years and at the university level four years. Teacher Al did not refer

any students to the office during the 1996-97 school year. He mentioned three attributes

ofControl Theory by William Glasser and two attributes of the All category. Teacher Al

made the following comments:

• "The whole principle ofgetting kids to learn is everything from what is
being presented, to how they are behaving, and the interactions that are
going on at their level." - Control Theory (teacher's role)

• "I would like to see kids develop a little more respect for themselves which
lends to the responsibility factor." - Control Theory (a social contract)

• "We like to share and have open discussions because kids learn better when
they talk to each other, more so than at times when they talk to a teacher.
For whatever reasons, when working with a peer they tend to open up a
little bit more." - Control Theory (sense of being involved)

• "IfI can improve my instructional fonnat in that fashion, the flow ofthe
class should go better, the environment of the class should work better." 
All category (have a plan)

• "The one I tend to hold to is proper classroom learning environment which
encompasses a tremendous amount of values and variables. The
environment must be very conducive to learning and it works now for me."
- All category (supportive classroom environment)
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Teacher A2 has 37 years teaching experience with aM.. S. from Oklahoma State

University. He teaches eighth and ninth grade History and has taught in the same

classroom with the same school district for 27 years. Teacher A2 is classified under

Control Theory by William Glasser. He mentioned three attributes ofControl Theory, one

attribute ofPositiv'e Classroom Discipline, and three attributes ofthe All category. The

following are Teacher A2ts comments:

• ''With a lot of kids you will get more work out ofthem with praise
everyday they walk mto the room." - Control Theory (sense of belonging)

• ''1 set high expectations and reinforce to the students that they can do it.
Tell them they did a good job and next time they will take it to the next
step." - Control Theory (evaluate their work)

• "I try to give a student as much freedom as they can handle in a classroom
and still learn." - Control Theory (needs satisfied)

• "I am familiar with Fred Jones' Positive Classroom Discipline and I really
like the approach." - Positive Classroom Discipline

• "Classroom management is how the teacher and student are going to
approach the task they are going to do. A teacher should approach it from
the standpoint of goals to be met." - All category (have a plan)

• "Whatever it takes to be the best method for this classroom, so that we will
not be interrupted and take the personality of the class you are working
with." - All category (supportive classroom environment)

• "I will help them, but I don't want them to say that I gave them
something." - All category (kindness and firmness)

Teacher A3 has 13 years teaching experience with a B.S. in Music Education from

Oklahoma State University. She taught for two years before stayins home to raise three

children. She returned 15 years later and has taught with the same school district for the

past 11 years. Teacher A3 is classified under Control Theory by William Glasser. She

made two comments attributed to Control Theory and three comments attributed to the
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All category. Teacher A3's comments include:

• ''1 show them the first day that I respect them and 1 want them to respect
me and each other." - Control Theory (sense of belonging)

• <Cl tell them that the most important thing I have to teach them is the
enthusiasm for, the excitement for, and an appreciation for music because
we are developing a life long skill." - Control Theory (needs satisfied)

• <CI try to get their focus right away so they can tune into what we are going
to do." - All category (have a plan)

• <CWhen you work together as a group, you have to be respectful ofeach
other for the group to be successful." - All category (supportive classroom
environment)

• "1 started with the idea that I would have to be with them and interact with
them the entire class period." - All category (consistent in application)

Teacher A4 has 23 years teaching experience with a B.S, in Elementary Education

from Oklahoma State University. She teaches eighth grade English and has been in her

present position for three years and has been with the school district for 12 years. Teacher

A4 does not fit one of the four classroom management theories. She does, however,

mention one attribute of Control Theory and five attributes common to the four

management theories. Her comments include:

• "They trust me. They believe that I am one of a very few that is looking
out for them." - Control Theory (needs satisfied)

• ''My strategy is that 1 appear to have a plan." - All category (have a plan)

• <Cllet them know I have the patience of Job. 1 pray for patience every day."
- All category (remain calm)

• <Cl let them know that I am going to treat them the way I want to be
treated." - AU category (kindness and finnness)

• "I think a major strength is that 1 am predictable. They know what to
expect every day." - All category (consistent)
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.' "I realized that no matter how dirty or ugly that kid was, that someone
loved them. 1 treat my students the way I want others to treat my kids." 
All category (supportive classroom enviromnent)

Teacher AS has 16 years teaching experience with an additional 24 graduate hours.

He is a former member of the military special forces and teachers eighth grade Earth

Science. He has been in his present position for nine years. Teacher AS is classified under

Assertive Discipline by Lee Canter. He mentions three attributes of Assertive Discipline,

one attribute ofPositive Classroom Discipline, and two attributes ofthe All category, His

comments include the following:

• '<.Every year I always start off with Assertive Discipline. I have it posted on
the bulletin board and I will tell them at the beginning of the year that if
their name goes up on the board, it is a warning." - Assertive Discipline
(name on board)

• "I guess part of my philosophy is that I will give them a chance to behave
and respect the rules and if they can't do that I have to keep my classroom
running to where the others can learn." - Assertive Discipline (instruction
does not stop)

• "1 make the assignments and if they do not do the work, I have to make
some alternative assignments until they get back on track." - Assertive
Discipline (conditioning and reinforcement)

• "Other management strategies include Fred Jones. I have one of his
books." - Positive Classroom Discipline

• "Classroom management is all the techniques and systems you use to have
a good atmosphere, a good climate, to have safety in the classroom, to
have students respect you and the rules, the way you manage discipline
problems, and what you do when you have them." - All category
(supportive classroom environment)

• "If it can be done in a way that is non-threatening to the student. If they
will cooperate with it willingly, then it is always better to have it work like
that than to force something on somebody." - All category (kindness and
finnness)

Teacher B 1 has 31 years of teaching experience and has been in her present
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position for 12 years. She teaches eighth grade History. Teacher Bl is not classified

under any of the four classroom management theories, although she did mention three

attributes common to all four management theories. Her comments include the foHowing:

•

•

"Classroom management is a plan, a procedure with consequences if
applicable." - All category (have a plan)

"The classroom should include consistency so that the kids know what
procedure is, requrred and then follow through with ie' - AU category
(consistent and foUaw through)

I

Teacher B2 has 16 years teaching experience and has been in his present position

for the last 12 years. He teaches eighth and ninth grade History. Teacher B2 is not

classified under any of the four classroom management theories; however, he does

mention one attribute ofAssertive Discipline and one attribute of the All category. His

comments include:

• "I write their name on the board if they are talking. The first time is one
detention, then three detentions, and so on. This is something that I have
come up with." - Assertive Discipline (name on board)

• "At least they know what the consequences are and they can decide." - AU
category (consistent)

Teacher B3 has 21 years teaching experience with a B.S. from Oklahoma State

University and teaches eighth and ninth grade Science. She has taught in her present

position for 16 years. Teacher B3 is classified under Positive Oassroom Discipline by

Fred Jones. She mentions two attributes ofPositive Classroom Discipline. The attributes

she mentioned include the following statements:

• "I believe you have got to be out there walking around and seeing what the
students are doing. You can't stand in one place in the room, regardless of
where it is, for the whole hour." - Positive Classroom Discipline (teacher
access)
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• "You have to look for opportunities to pat kids on the back. They want to
know that you are interested in their lives and their problems." - Positive
Classroom Discipline (remain positive)

Teacher B4 has three years teaching experience with a B.S. from Oklahoma State

University and teaches eighth and ninth grade Science. All three years have been with her

present school district. Teacher B4 is not classified under any of the four classroom

management theories. She did not mention a single attribute of the four theories or any

attributes common to all theories. Teacher B4 did include the following comment:

• "I do not sit down and write out my management plan. I think mine is such
a blend of so many different classroom management ideas, that I can't say
that I have one that I am using."

Teacher B5 has 10 years teaching experience and has been in her present position

for five years. She teaches ninth grade English. Teacher B5 is not classified under any of

the four classroom management theories, however, she does mention two attribultes listed

in the All category. Her comments include:

• "If I have a plan, they accept that much better than any kind of wishy
washy system that I have seen." - All category (have a plan)

• ''Everything I do works to make it a better classroom." - All cat,egory
(supportive classroom environment)

Group A Iteachers made nine comments attributed to Control Theory, 3 comments

attributed to Assertiv,e Discipline, two comments attributed to Positive Classroom

Discipline, and 15 comments attributed to the All category. Group B teachers had two

comments attributed to Positive Classroom Discipline, one comm~nt attributed to

Assertive Discipline, and six comments attributed Ito the All category (see Appendix D).

The previous quotations used were taken directly from the transcribed notes of

each interview. Some teachers provided more background information than others during
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the interview. This researcher did not in any way ask for more infonnation regarding

background or prompt the teachers for more infonnation on any of the interview

questions.
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CHAJ?'TER V

Conclusions

The teachers selected to participate in this study were based on the number of total

offke referrals from the lowest number of referrals to the highest number. The number of

office referrals could be influenced by effective classroom management, teacher

personality, and the individual differences of students. Therefore, each teacher was asked

a series of questions to aid the identification of their classroom management theory. This

study presents two questions: (1) Can the teacher articulate the classroom management

theory used, and (2) Do the teachers that are better able to articulate a classroom

management theory have fewer office referrals?

To answer the first question, four teachers in Group A, the teachers with the

fewest office referrals, were able to articulate a classroom management theory used in this

study based on the number of characteristics mentioned during the interview they

sometimes referred to specific plans. Group A mentioned 14 characteristics of the four

classroom management theories in this study (see Appendix D). Group A mentioned 15

characteristics attributed to the All category.

Group B, the teachers with the most office referrals, had one teacher that was able

to articulate a classroom management theory used in this study. Group B mentioned 3

characteristics of the four classroom management theories. Group B made 6 comments

attributed to the All category (see Appendix D). Five teachers used in this study were able

to articulate their classroom management theories by meeting the minimum criteria

established to classifY a teacher under a classroom management theory.
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To answer the second question, those five teachers with the fewest office referrals,

Group ~ were better able to articulate a classroom management theory as evidenced by

the total number ofattributes of the four classroom management theories mentioned in

their interviews. Four teachers in Group A mentioned at least two attributes ofa selected

classroom management theory which meets the minimum criteria established for this

study.

It is important to note that seven teachers mentioned at least two attributes listed

in the All category. The All category includes attributes common to the four classroom

management theories. It is assumed that these common attributes are critical to classroom

management since four noted researchers mentioned these characteristics as part of their

theories. All five teachers in Group A mentioned at least two attributes of the All

category. Two teachers in Group B mentioned at least two attributes of the All category.

As evidence of these findings, it reinforces the conclusion that the teachers in Group A

were better able to articulate their classroom management theory.

It is recommended that future studies include a larger number ofteachers, more

precise interview questions, and a variety of school districts. It would be interesting if the

conclusions drawn from this study would be consistent with a study done on a much

broader base. Future studies could include placing more emphasis on the attributes

common to all classroom management theories. Evidenced by the findings of this study,

these attributes are an important ingredient in providing effective <?lassroom management.

A final recommendation is that local school districts, the State Department ofEducation,

and higher education take a closer look at classroom management and incorporate more

instruction and direction into the classroom for future teachers and administrators.
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Summary

This study used ten teachers, five having the highest and five the lowest number of

office referrals during the 1996-97 academic school year, asking them in an interview

format to describe their classroom management theory. Using content analysis, the

interviews were transcribed and examined for specific, predetermined characteristics to

determine how often the individual teachers articulated a concept of classroom

management that could be placed in one of four classroom management theories or in a

general classification. These statements were totaled to determine ifthe teachers with the

fewest office referrals were most often able to articulate specific characteristics indicating

awareness of their own classroom management system.

Management problems are the most common difficulties a teacher will experience

in the classroom. Many of these problems are the result ofa social and family problems,

but school policies and procedures, sometimes a teacher's own management style,

contribute to the problem (Edwards, 1993). In order to successfully manage a cl.assroom,

teachers need to determine for themselves the management approach they believe to be the

most appropriate and then master its use. [fteachers make a study ofclassroom

management, they wiU be much better pl"'epared to deal with problems and provide an

environment conducive to student learning.
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Limitations

This study is limited by the amount of time spent with each teacher. The time was

limited to one interview that included seven questions. One interview does not represent a

true picture of a teacher's classroom management theory. In addition, some courses are

required and some are electives. Those that teach elective courses have the option of

selecting students that are interested in their course and tbis could affect classroom

management

Another limitation could be the amount ofeducation and training a teacher has

received. Due to location and proximity to higher education, financial situations, or family

responsibilities, some teachers could be at a disadvantage for lack of exposure to

classroom management techniques.

A final limitation could be the teachers selected to participate in this study do not

represent a true picture of classroom management in education. This study included only

ten teachers from a small southwestern state in a building consisting of only two grades.

A true representation of classroom management theories in education would consist of a

much broader base of selected participants.
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APPENDIX A

Discipline Report

Print Date: 5/27197
For grades 8-9

From: 8/22197 to 5/2t197

Offense Aug Sept Od Nov Dec Jan Fe!> Mar Apr May ill

Mult Offense 1 Z 1 4 5 0 1 2 2 0 18
Assault 0 {I 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 Z 5
lnappr Lang 1 3 5 5 2 9 14 E4 7 3 63
Class Disrupt 1 25 51 58 26 85 105 65 107 64 587
Bus Violation {I 6 12 11 6 17 13 3 7 2 77
Defiance 0 6 0 10 9 10 2 {I 0 0 37
Figpting 2 10 7 7 4 8 19 7 U 5 80
Fireworks 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Horseplay 0 2 2 0 2 7 2 3 3 0 21
Other Violation 5 29 28 33 17 62 59 58 54 29 374
Tobacco 2 4 3 6 '}. 3 7 9 15 5 56
Refuasl. to Work 0 0 4 13 '}. 0 0 0 1 0 20
Discourteous 3 6 7 6 8 4 0 l 5 9 49
Uncooperative 0 1 3 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 8
Theft 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 0 3
Truancy 18 49 52 29 21 37 64- 58 86 53 467
Weapon 0 1 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 0 4
Dt:tention Viol 0 1 1 19 4 2 0 0 0 0 27
Tardiness 0 6 36 12 4 16 29 34 33 22 192
Vandalism 0 2 0 0 ] 3 0 0 I 0 7
Harassment 0 4 1 2 1 3 I 0 2 0 14
Intimidation 0 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
Closed Campus 4 1.0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 16
Substance Viol 0 0 1 4 0 2 0 I I 1 10
Dress Code 0 1 2 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 8
Extortion 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Alcobol 0 0 0 0 (} 0 0 0 0 0 0
Bomb Threat 0 0 0 {I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DisroptiveGathe< 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vehicle Viol 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Battery 0 6 7 16 6 2 2; 0 ] 2 42
Violent Offense I 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Totals 51 196 229 240 124 281 326 262 346 197 2232
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APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM

I, " hereby authorize or direct Todd Kimrey to perform the
following procedure:

I A classroom observation and the collection of data during the observation.
2 An interview following the classroom observation involving a series of

questions while being recorded on tape.
3 Extreme care will be taken to maintain confidentiality of records. No

names will be used and collected data will be tightly secured.
4. It may be possible to identify strengths/weaknesses of classroom

management and/or exposure to other theories. Classroom management
may become more effective and have a positive influence on student
behavior and learning.

This is done as part of an investigation entitled The Selection of Classroom Manag~
Theories~

The purpose ofthe procedure is.

To defermine if teachers are aware of the classroom management theory being
used in their classroom, how they selected their panicular style, and why this
theory was selected.

I understand that participation is voluntary, that there is no penalty for refusal to
participate, and that] am free to withdraw my consent and participation in this project at
any time without penalty after notifying the project director I may contact~
at telephone number (405)765-5467 I may also contact Gay Clarkson, IRE Executive
Secretary, 305 Whitehurst, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078; telephone
number (405)744-5700

I have read and fully understand the consent form. I sign it freely and voluntarily A copy
has been given to me.

Date.--------

Signed _

Time (a.mJp.m)

(Signature of Subject)

I certifY that I have personally explained all elements of this form to the subject or his/her
representative before requesting the subject or his/her representative to sign it

Signed . (Project director)
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APPENDIX C

Interview Questions

I. How do you define C<c1asroom managementT

2. Describe your classroom management strategy.

3. How did you choose this classroom management stratef,ry?

4. What are the ingredients of your classroom management stratef,ry? Structure?

StrengthslWeaknesses?

5. Have you tried other classroom management strategies? If so, can you describe

them?

6. Where did you learn these strategies (ie., college courses, journals, colleagues,

other)?

7. What do you consider to be the most important part of classroom management

strategies?
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THEORY ASSIGNMENT

Teacher # of Office Comments Comments Comments Comments Comments Total # of Classroom
Referrals Attributed Attributed Attributed Attributed Attributed Comments Management

to Assertive to Control to Positive to Logical to ALL Attributed Theory
Discipline Theory Classroom Conscqes. category to any Assigned

Discipline CMT

Al 0 3 2 5 Control Theory

t\2 I 3 I 3 7 Control Theory

A3 2 2 3 5 Control Theory
-

A4 3 I 5 6 None

AS 8 3 I 2 6 Assertive
Discipline

81 68 3 3 None
--

82
..,.,

1 1 2 None• I

- -

83 79 2 2 Positive
Classroom
Discipline

B4 93 0 None

B5 104 ~ 2 None

>
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